You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for THOMSON ROC1404. You'll
find the answers to all your questions on the THOMSON ROC1404 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice,
size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
@@For this reason, we recommend that prior to attempting to programme the remote control, you try it out by means of one of the methods described in this
user manual. @@@@@@2 On/Standby or Standby only, depending on the equipment being used. 7 Activation and use of menus (display, deletion, choice,
confirmation). Before you start programming, you must find the code of the set to be controlled. @@The indicator lamp flashes to signal that this time is
almost up, and then goes off). 3. While the indicator is lit, enter the first digit of the 3-digit code proposed for the set to be controlled (example: 036 for
Thomson). 4. @@ 5. Should the set not switch off, repeat step 2.
Then type in the next 3-digit code. Try to switch off the set by pressing key B once. Repeat this procedure by trying out each of the 3-digit codes.
@@@@@@@@@@@@The indicator lamp flashes to signal that this time is almost up, and then goes off). @@ 5.
@@ 6. Should the set not switch off, press key B repeatedly, until the set switches off. @@@@@@@@@@@@ 3. @@ 4. @@ 5.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@With this method, the remote control scrolls through the full code list by sending an IR signal to the set to be controlled
remotely. @@The indicator lamp flashes to signal that this time is almost up, and then goes off). After a few seconds, the remote control begins to scroll
through the whole code list included in the library (at a rate of roughly 1 code per second). Press the PROGp key once again to slow down the test speed (1
code every 3 seconds). As soon as the set changes channels, you must press OK to save the code and stop the remote control scrolling through the list. @@As
soon as the set responds again, press OK to save the code. @@To leave the menus, press key EXIT once. @@@@ 2. Press the S key again briefly, the
indicator light blinks once. 3.
@@ 4. The number which made the indicator lamp blink is the first of the three figures comprising your code, write it down. Repeat to obtain the other two
codes. 5. Repeat step 3 to find out the two other numbers of the code. 6. When the third figure is found, the indicator lamp goes out. Turn on the set and press,
for example, 2 to change channels. Try other remote control keys to find out the range of functions you can control. If you think that not all of the keys are
active, try the programming Method B or C.
When you have retrieved the code of your set, jot it down so that you can use it whenever needed. Conservez cette notice et la liste des codes séparée afin de
pouvoir reprogrammer ultérieurement la télécommande pour commander d'autres appareils. @@ do not use rechargeable batteries. @@ replace only with
the type of batteries specified above. Do not throw them into fire, do not recharge them.
@@ please respect the environment and prevailing regulations. @@Model and serial number Modèle et numéro de série Model und Seriennummer Modello
e numero di serie Modelo y número de serie Model en serienummer Modelo e número de série Mo µ Model i numer seryjny Typ a výrobní císlo Típus és
szériaszám Modell och serienummer Modell och serienummer Model og serienummer Malli ja sarjanumero .
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